Founders of Bitcoiin and Steven Seagal exit as
the ICO period comes to an end!
Hong Kong, March 26, 2018: Bitcoiin2Gen would like to thank Mr. Steven Seagal for his
support as Bitcoiin's Brand Ambassador during the ICO period.
As Bitcoiin goes through the conversion phase from token to mineable coin we wish to advise
that Bitcoiin will join the likes of the original Bitcoin and become a truly open source. Therefore
a big thank you to the Founders and to our Brand Ambassador whom we wish all the best in
their future endeavors. However, from this point on Bitcoiin will function within its ecosystem
and become a genuinely anonymous cryptocurrency with no individual or individuals having
control over the entity!
Also to debunk the regurgitating media bitcoiin will not have a staking or referral program, this
was always explained as part of the ICO period only and as a reward for clients introducing likeminded individual. However, the media which believe in sensationalism instead of reality and
actually reading our whitepaper continues to regurgitate misinformation, therefore we are
stating unequivocally for the last time before the blockchain goes live that neither STAKING nor
REFERRALS will exist in the blockchain or the Bitcoiin ecosystem.
Finally, once the tokens convert to Mineable coins, the founders will appoint a member or
members of the community to become the legal owners of the website bitcoiin.com. To keep the
idea of Decentralized, Deregulated and Anonymous functionality of Bitcoiin within its
established ecosystem, which will provide mining of the B2G, exchanging of B2G and joining
mining pools to earn from the B2G.
Once again we would like to thank all the contributors who made Bitcoiin a fantastic success,
and we appreciate the anonymous Founders and our Brand Ambassador for all their support
during our ICO period. We look forward to following the success of Bitcoiin in the future, and
we look forward to seeing the future appointed CEO and how he or she will help to create even
greater market awareness to Bitcoiin2gen!

ABOUT BITCOIIN2GEN (B2G)

The inspiration of Bitcoiin 2Gen, is to make a superior or more advanced version of Original Bitcoin: A Peer-toPeer Electronic Cash System, was published in 2008 by Satoshi Nakamoto.
Therefore the next generation of Bitcoin, Bitcoiin 2Gen, proposing a self-sustaining cryptocurrency i.e. B2G , is
the complete coin as it provides at launch its own eco-system, its own wallet, its own mining machines and the
ability to exchange the coin to popular alt coins or FIAT currencies. Bitcoiin 2Gen uses Ethereum blockchain
which is safer and faster blockchain than the Bitcoin’s blockchain.
Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin are revolutionising the $1.8 trillion global payments industry and people around the
world are rethinking the meaning of their money. Moreover, the underlying technology and network that process
Bitcoin transactions, known as blockchain, is transforming industries as varied as finance, banking, healthcare,
farming, logistics, insurance, retail, construction and manufacturing, to name a few.
Bitcoiin 2Gen, will in fact address current issues that are slowing down the Bitcoin eco-system and the limited
opportunity for the enthusiasts to be able to earn by mining either with 1 machine or 1000. The original Bitcoin
has already been exhausted because of its longer transactions time, big transactions fees, less earnings to
miners , outreach from the common people and most important its core system , the blockchain itself.
As per the original Bitcoin, we also strongly believe in complete anonymity, as the whole basis of the original
white paper “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” by Satoshi Nakamoto. Anonymity in
cryptocurrencies is a matter of not just personal privacy, but also Confidentiality.
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